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Abstract: 
Theme of this work is project of teaching environmental education in two-year 
practical school. This essay is outlining some problems with project education and 
possibilities of pupils of practical school in this area. Intention of this essay is to describe how 
we can apply environmental education in the form of simple projects which are based on 
cooperation, that all in the area of special education. The goal is to provide an outline and 
inspiration for theoretical and practical processing of project. A partial goal is to outline area 
of education of mental disable pupils. 
There is specification of two projects in the practical part on which will the pupils of 
two-year practical school collaborate. Outcome of the practical part is in the examination of 
usefulness of project in process of teaching the environmental education. For those who are 
interest this is helpful proposal for application of your own projects in which is taken into 
account mental level of pupils and other aspects such as rehabilitation of school environment . 
The main purpose of this work is in showing the issue of education of pupils in two-
year practical school through projects and the following deduction of findings about project 
education and possibilities of realization of environmental education in the teaching process. 
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